SHARE HER CUTE SHOES, NOT HER PRESCRIPTION PILLS.

POISON Help
1-800-222-1222

Misuse of prescription drugs is a growing cause of death among teens today. It happens when friends share pills, when teenagers take medicine intended for other family members and when medication is used improperly. The confidential Poison Center Help Line is open 24/7 if you need help or want to know more.

Sharing pills can kill.

SHARINGPILLSCANKILL.COM
DON'T MAKE A BIG MISTAKE BEFORE THE BIG GAME.

Misuse of prescription drugs is a growing cause of death among teens today, and it happens when friends share their medication at school functions and social events. It also occurs when teens take medicine intended for other family members or use their own medication improperly. The free and confidential Poison Center Help Line is open 24/7 if you need help or want to know more.

SHARING PILLS CAN KILL.

POISON Help
1-800-222-1222

SHARINGPILLSCANKILL.COM
SHARE YOUR HISTORY
NOTES, NOT YOUR PRESCRIPTION PILLS.

MISUSE OF PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
IS A GROWING CAUSE OF DEATH AMONG TEENS TODAY.
AND IT CAN HAPPEN WHEN FRIENDS SHARE PILLS, TAKE
MEDICINE INTENDED FOR OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS OR USE
THEIR OWN MEDICATION IMPROPERLY. THE
CONFIDENTIAL POISON CENTER HELP LINE IS
OPEN 24/7 IF YOU NEED HELP OR WANT TO KNOW MORE.

SHARING PILLS CAN KILL.

POISON Help
1-800-222-1222

SHARINGPILLS CAN KILL.COM